
"Young man —you have it!” said the Wizard of Menlo Park 

IT IS A warm August evening in 1896. 

Around a banquet table on Long Island 

sit Thomas A. Edison and the country’s 
leading men of the electrical industry. 

The talk swings to politics, to Bryan and 

McKinley and the Cuban situation—then 
back again to business. There is discussion 

about storage batteries to drive America’s 

“horseless carriages’’. Someone points to 

young Henry Ford, Chief Engineer of the 

Detroit Edison Company, and says: 

“There’s a man who has built a gas car!” 

At once, Edison eagerly begins to ask 

questions—and to listen. “How do you 

explode the gas in the cylinder? Do you do 

it by contact or a spark?” 
On the back of a menu, Henry Ford 

sketches his engine. Edison thumps the 

table so hard the glassware tinkles. 

“Young man, that’s the thing—you have 

it. Keep at it. Your car is self-contained 

carries its own power plant no fire, no 

boiler, no smoke, and no steam. Keep at it!” 

Here was the challenge and encourage- 

ment Henry Ford needed most. It was 

something he never forgot. And through 
the years, keeping-at-it has remained a firm 

tradition of Ford Motor Company as it 

has created 30 million cars and trucks. 
It is this keeping-at-it in research, in engi- 

neering and production, that has made the 

Ford name a synonym for smart, comfort- 
able, economical transportation, priced to 

serve the needs of the greatest number. 

In the peaceful days ahead, the new 

Ford, Mercury and Lincoln cars will reflect 

all the established Ford skills and inven- 

tiveness. Their advanced styling will match 

their famous quality leadership. They will 

benefit by the new knowledge of materials 

and techniques being achieved as Ford 

keeps at it, making the tools of victory. 
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